Critical Infrastructure

The Commonwealth Fusion Center has a specialized unit assigned to critical infrastructure. Through access to a variety of intelligence and information sources, this unit works to maintain a real-time level of awareness relating to any and all current threat information, security updates and suspicious incidents relating to critical infrastructure by type and/or geographic locations.

The Fusion Center seeks to become a central point for gathering threat related information, specifically in regard to suspicious incidents that may initially appear isolated but may actually be part of a larger criminal enterprise.

The CFC also seeks to provide direct points of contact for personnel working with sites deemed to be critical infrastructure, who may have security related questions, or seek to provide information related to non-emergency suspicious incidents. This information will be collected and stored in a database that will assist analysts in producing intelligence products for public and private sector partners. The goal is to provide the tools to keep the Commonwealth better prepared to prevent a catastrophic incident and/or respond in the case of an emergency.